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Abstract

Pinyin to Character conversion (P2C) task is001
the key task of Input Method Engine (IME)002
in commercial input software for Asian lan-003
guages, such as Chinese, Japanese, Thai lan-004
guage, and so on. The dominant technique is005
Ngram language model together with smooth-006
ing technique. However, Ngram model’s low007
capacity limits its performance. Under the008
trend of deep learning, this paper choose the009
powerful bert network architecture and pro-010
pose Pinyin-bert to solve the P2C task, which011
achieves substantial performance improvement012
from Ngram model. Furthermore, we combine013
Pinyin-bert with Ngram model under Markov014
model’s framework and improve performance015
further. Lastly, we design a way to incorporate016
external lexicon into Pinyin-bert so as to adapt017
to the out of domain.018

1 Introduction019

Some of languages, such as Chinese, Japanese and020

Thai language, can not be input directly through021

standard keyboard. User types in these languages022

via commercial input software, such as Microsoft023

Input Method (Gao et al., 2002), Sogou Input024

Method1, and so on. Pinyin is the official roman-025

ization representation for Chinese language. Each026

pinyin token corresponds to a pronunciation. It’s027

natural for user to type in Chinese by pinyin se-028

quence. For example, as the figure 1 shows, user029

input a sequence of ’wo men qu yong he gong’030

from the standard keyboard and the input software031

convert it into the desired Chinese sentence of “我032

们去雍和宫 (we are going to Yonghe Lama Tem-033

ple)”. Pinyin to character conversion (“P2C” for034

short) task is the core task of commercial input035

software.036

Traditionally, there are three steps to solve the037

pinyin to character conversion task as the figure 2038

shows. Firstly, the Chinese character candidates039

1https://pinyin.sogou.com/

Figure 1: User types in Chinese via pinyin in IME

Figure 2: Pinyin to character conversion task

are generated according to the input pinyin tokens. 040

All of the candidates constitute of a lattice. Sec- 041

ondly, the language model provides the probability 042

between Chinese characters, i.e. P (们 |我). The 043

dominant model in the commercial input method 044

software is Ngram model, with some kind of 045

smoothing algorithm to prevent zero-probability 046

problem. Thirdly, an optimal path in the lattice 047

which usually has the largest probability is found 048

via the Viterbi algorithm. The character sequence 049

on that path is presented to user as the desired con- 050

version result. Ngram model plays an essential role 051

in the above procedures. However, its simplicity 052

and low capacity limit its performance. In the trend 053

of deep learning technique of recent year, more 054

powerful models, such as RNN (Wu et al., 2017), 055

have been applied on the P2C task and achieve 056

significant improvement. This paper chooses the 057

bert network architecture and proposes Pinyin-bert 058

which obtains more improvement. As far as we 059

know, this is the first work to apply bert model to 060

the P2C task. 061

In the commercial input software, sometimes it’s 062

required to combine Pinyin-bert with Ngram model. 063

For example, during the software installation for a 064

new user, the smaller package is preferred due to its 065
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fast download speed, which is usually implemented066

by the Ngram model inside. Then in the idle time,067

the Pinyin-bert will be downloaded to provide bet-068

ter services. There are two models simultaneously069

in one software. It’s nice to combine them together070

to obtain more capability. In this paper, we formal-071

ize the P2C task from the Bayesian rule and design072

a method to combine these two models under the073

Markov model’s framework.074

Besides the basic lexicon used by IME engine,075

there are usually various kinds of external lexicon076

used in the commercial input software so as to077

provide certain domain knowledge. For example,078

the computer lexicon provides the phrases in com-079

puter domain; the user lexicon provides the user080

frequently input phrases; the location lexicon, i.e.081

Beijing, contains the location names where the user082

is; the old poem lexicon contains the well-known083

poetry phrases. Together with these external lexi-084

cons, the IME engine can provide better service by085

switching quickly to certain input scenario where086

there is the domain lexicon. In this paper, we de-087

sign the method to incorporate external lexicon into088

Pinyin-bert and improve the performance on the089

out of domain.090

In summary, there are three contributions in this091

paper. Firstly, we propose Pinyin-bert to solve the092

P2C task and achieve significant performance im-093

provement. As far as we know, it’s the first work094

to apply the bert model on the P2C task. Secondly,095

we design a method to combine Pinyin-bert with096

Ngram model together to obtain further improve-097

ment. Lastly, we incorporate external lexicon in098

Pinyin-bert to improve its performance on the out099

of domain.100

2 Related Works101

2.1 language model102

Language model predicts the current word proba-103

bility by its previous words. As shown in the sec-104

tion 1, it plays an essential role in the IME engine.105

The dominant model is Ngram model (Bahl et al.,106

1983) which is trained by the Maximum Likeli-107

hood Estimation (MLE) criteria. In practice, it usu-108

ally encounters the zero-probability problem which109

can be resolved by smoothing techniques, such as110

additive smoothing (Laplace, 1825), interpolation111

smoothing (RJelinek and Mercer, 1980), back-off112

smoothing (Katz, 1987), Kneser-Ney smoothing113

(Kneser and Ney, 1995), and so on.114

However, the simplicity and low capacity of115

Ngram model limits its performance. Some more 116

powerful language models are proposed in the trend 117

of deep learning in recent years. For example, RNN 118

obtain more capacity by modeling longer history 119

information (Wu et al., 2017) (Kalchbrenner and 120

Blunsom, 2013) (Mikolov et al., 2010). Variant net- 121

work architectures are proposed to solve the van- 122

ishing gradient problem and the exploding gradient 123

problem, such as LSTM (Malhotra et al., 2015) 124

(Graves et al., 2013), GRU (Cho et al., 2014), and 125

so on. (Yao et al., 2018) replaces the Ngram model 126

with the LSTM model in the IME engine and get 127

performance improvement both in the candidate 128

prompt task and in the P2C task. It further pro- 129

poses an incremental selective softmax method to 130

solve the LSTM efficiency problem in the Viterbi 131

algorithm. (Meng and Zhao, 2019) applies LSTM 132

in a sequence-to-sequence way in the P2C task, and 133

verify it in a smart sliding input method. (Huang 134

et al., 2018) takes the P2C task as a language trans- 135

lation problem. The neural machine translation 136

model is adopted in which the RNN model is used 137

as encoder and a global attention model is used as 138

decoder. 139

In recent years, Transformer (Vaswani et al., 140

2017) is proven to be an effective network architec- 141

ture. From its encoder side, it brings the bert model 142

(Devlin et al., 2018) which obtains the state-of-the- 143

art performances on many language understanding 144

tasks. From its decoder side, it brings the GPT 145

model (Radford and Narasimhan, 2018) which is 146

better in the generation task. Many variant models 147

are proposed (Liu et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019; 148

Wei et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2020) and the com- 149

prehensive experiments are carried out to explore 150

its technique details (Raffel et al., 2020). This pa- 151

per applies the bert model architecture to the P2C 152

task in the first time as far as we know, and get 153

substantial improvement of performance. 154

2.2 Enhance bert by lexicon 155

There are a lot of works to inject lexical informa- 156

tion into the bert model. (Cui et al., 2019) proposes 157

to mask the whole word instead of wordpiece in 158

the Masked Language Model (“MLM” for short) 159

task. Spanbert (Joshi et al., 2020) designs the pre- 160

train task especially for a span of text. Zen (Diao 161

et al., 2020) enhances pretrain language model with 162

Ngram representation. (Tian et al., 2020) further 163

leverages the memory network to model wordhood 164

information. Ambert (Zhang and Li, 2020) makes 165
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(a) Train Pinyin-bert directly on the P2C task

(b) The input format between bert and Pinyin-bert

Figure 3: The differences between bert and Pinyin-bert

uses of multi-grained token which takes wordpiece166

as the fine-grained token and takes whole word or167

phrase as coarse-grained token. (Li et al., 2020)168

proposes Multi-source Word Aligned Attention169

(“MWA” for short) to enhance token representa-170

tion by word boundary information.171

Different from the above works, the intent to use172

external lexicon in the commercial input software173

is to adapt the IME engine quickly to a new domain174

which the lexicon is in. It makes the IME engine175

flexible to various input scenarios as claimed in the176

section 1. Therefore, we evaluate the IME engine177

with external lexicon on the out-of-domain dataset178

rather than the in-domain dataset as the above meth-179

ods do. Besides, there are some limitations in the180

IME engine in practices. Firstly, as the user in-181

put scenario changes from time to time, it requires182

that the external lexicon in the IME engine could183

be switched dynamically. Thus we can not learn184

and store the word embedding of external lexicon185

in advance as the above methods do. Secondly,186

since the user input is pinyin sequence instead of187

character sequence, we can not utilize the word188

boundary information explicitly. This paper firstly189

designs a method to estimate dynamically the word190

probability in external lexicon. Then We integrates191

the estimated result into the Viterbi search process192

during the P2C task. In that way, it involves the193

lexical information into the IME engine.194

3 Method 195

In this section, we first describe the implementation 196

of Pinyin-bert in section 3.1. Then we present the 197

way to combine Pinyin-bert with Ngram model in 198

section 3.2. In section 3.3, we describe the method 199

to incorporate external lexicon into Pinyin-bert. 200

3.1 Pinyin-bert 201

There are three key factors in Bert. The first one is 202

the network architecture. The second is the pretrain- 203

then-finetune paradigm. The last one is the specific 204

pretrain tasks, i.e. the MLM task and the next 205

sentence prediction (“NSP” for short) task. 206

The motivation of the pretrain-then-finetune 207

paradigm is to leverage the massive unlabelled text 208

data to provide general knowledge through the pre- 209

train tasks. Then the model is finetuned on the 210

labelled but small scale training data. However, 211

that paradigm is not applicable to the P2C task. 212

For Chinese character corpus, it is easy to convert 213

the text into the pinyin sequence. It is called Text- 214

to-Pinyin conversion task which can achieve more 215

than 99.9% accuracy (Zhang and Laprie, 2003). 216

Based on that, we can convert all of the Chinese 217

text data into the pinyin data, and obtain the par- 218

allel corpus. We give up the pretrain procedure in 219

Bert and train Pinyin-bert directly on the P2C task 220

on the massive parallel corpus, as the figure 3(a) 221

shows. 222

It’s also different at the input layer between 223

Pinyin-bert and bert. Firstly, there is not seg- 224

ment embedding since there is no NSP task in 225
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Figure 4: Unify Pinyin-bert with Ngram in the Framework of Markov Model Framework

Figure 5: Add lexicon in Pinyin-bert

Pinyin-bert. Secondly, the token embedding is the226

pinyin embedding instead of the subword embed-227

ding since only pinyin can be input into Pinyin-228

bert. There is only 410 pinyin tokens (without229

tone) which is about 2x order of magnitude smaller230

than subword. The scale of embedding layer of231

Pinyin-bert is much smaller than the normal bert.232

It’s illustrated in the figure of 3(b).233

3.2 Combining Pinyin-bert with Ngram234

As illustrated in the section 1, it’s nice to combine235

Pinyin-bert and Ngram together in some certain236

situation of user client. In this section, we firstly237

formalize the P2C task by the conditional proba-238

bility. Then we derive the formula in the Bayesian239

rule. After some proper simplification, it finally240

finds that these two models are unified together in241

the framework of Markov model.242

Language model estimates the joint conditional243

probability of P (c1...ci|y1...yi) in the P2C task.244

That is to estimate the Chinese character sequence245

c1...ci given the input pinyin sequence y1...yi. By246

the Bayesian rule, we can decompose that proba-247

bility as follows in the formula 1:248

P (c1...ci|y1...yi)
= P (c1...ci−1, ci|y1...yi)
= P (c1...ci−1|y1...yi) ∗ P (ci|c1...ci−1, y1...yi)

≈ P (c1...ci−1|y1...yi−1) ∗ P (ci|c1...ci−1, y1...yi)

≈ P (c1...ci−1|y1...yi−1)

∗ P (ci|c1...ci−1) ∗ P (ci|y1...yi)
(1)

249

As we can see, the joint conditional proba- 250

bility is firstly decomposed into two individual 251

conditional probabilities: P (ci|c1...ci−1, y1...yi) 252

estimates the current character based on the in- 253

put pinyin sequence as well as the previous char- 254

acters. P (c1...ci−1|y1...yi) estimates the previ- 255

ous characters based on the whole input pinyin 256

sequence. In the next, we make simplification 257

twice. Firstly, we simplify P (c1...ci−1|y1...yi) 258

to P (c1...ci−1|y1...yi−1) since yi is in the fu- 259

ture during user inputs. Secondly, we sim- 260

plify P (ci|c1...ci−1, y1...yi) into the product of 261

P (ci|c1...ci−1) and P (ci|y1...yi) as the last line 262

of formula 1 shows. P (ci|c1...ci−1) is the state 263

transition probability in Markov model, and can 264

be estimated by Ngram model. P (ci|y1...yi) 265
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is the emission probability in Markov model,266

and can be estimated by Pinyin-bert model.267

P (c1...ci−1|y1...yi−1) can be further decomposed268

into these two kinds of probabilities in a similar269

way. The figure 4 shows the whole process. With270

these two kinds of probability, we can search an271

optimal path as the final conversion result by the272

Viterbi algorithm in Markov model’s framework.273

3.3 Incorporating external lexicon274

As presented in the section 1, there are many kinds275

of external lexicons used in the commercial input276

software, which helps to adapt to various input sce-277

narios of user. We incorporates these external lexi-278

cons into Pinyin-bert within Markov model’s frame-279

work. Specifically there are three steps. Firstly, we280

recognize the word item according to the external281

lexicon and add it into the lattice of candidates.282

Secondly, we estimate the word probability by its283

compositive characters. Lastly, we get the optimal284

path together with the added word in the lattice by285

the Viterbi algorithm.286

Here is an example illustrated in the figure 5. “雍287

和宫(Yonghe Lama Temple)” is a location name288

from the dictionary of Beijing City. We recognize289

and add it into the lattice of character candidate,290

as shown in the right part of figure 5. Then we291

estimate its probability by the geometric mean of292

each compositive character as the formula 2 shows.293

Finally, we search an optimal path by Viterbi algo-294

rithm as indicated by the red arrow of the figure 5295

’s right part. The IME engine returns a sentence on296

that path to user.297

Pemit(雍和宫) =

3

√
PPy−bert(雍) ∗ PPy−bert(和) ∗ PPy−bert(宫)

(2)

298

4 Experiment299

4.1 Description of Data set and Lexicon300

As far as we know, there is no benchmark available301

to the P2C task. So we build our own data set. The302

table 1 presents the detailed information. These303

data are collected from some major Chinese news304

websites, such as Netease, Tencent News and so on.305

Total 2.6 million articles are taken as the training306

corpus, and another 1 thousand disjoint articles are307

taken as the test corpus. Besides, two additional308

test corpus are chosen to evalute the performance309

of out of domain. They are collected from the310

corpus #articles #disk
news_train 2603869 9.7G
news_test 1000 3.7M
baike_qa_test 49357 30M
society_qa_test 68345 30M

Table 1: The detailed information of corpus

baike website and the society forum 2. These cor- 311

pus are firstly segmented into sentences according 312

to a punctuation list including comma, period, and 313

so on. Secondly, we filter out the non-pinyin char- 314

acters, i.e. number, punctuation, English. Thirdly, 315

these sequences are segmented according to a max 316

length (16 in our experiment) since user types only 317

a few tokens once a time. Lastly, we convert them 318

into the pinyin sequence by PYPinyin 3. 319

We take the Table of General Standard Chinese 320

Characters 4 containing about 6 thousand charac- 321

ters as output in the P2C task. Besides, two exter- 322

nal lexicons are adopted. One is Xiandai Hanyu 323

Changyongcibiao (Common words in Contempo- 324

rary Chinese, “Common-Words” for short) con- 325

taining 0.1 million items (Li and Su, 2008). The 326

other is the network lexicon (“Network-Words” for 327

short) published by Tencent AI Lab 5 containing 328

8.8 million items. 329

4.2 Baselines 330

There are two baseline models. The first one is 331

the bigram model which is popularly used in the 332

commercial input software on mobile device. The 333

second is the LSTM model used in (Yao et al., 334

2018), which is just a replacement of the bigram 335

model in the IME engine. For LSTM, both the 336

embedding size and the hidden size are 256. The 337

learning rate is 5e−4. The batch size is 2k and the 338

epoch number is 10. For Pinyin-bert, we follow 339

the specifications of Google from the tiny model to 340

the base model6. We also set its max length to 16 341

instead of 512, so as to be consistent to the training 342

corpus. 343

2https://github.com/brightmart/nlp_
chinese_corpus

3https://github.com/mozillazg/
python-pinyin

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_
of_General_Standard_Chinese_Characters

5https://ai.tencent.com/ailab/nlp/
embedding.html

6https://github.com/google-research/
bert
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Model #Para Precision Improved
Bigram 7.4M 85.10% NV
Lstm 4.2M 89.71% 4.61%↑
Pinyin-Bert-tiny 1.3M 85.18% 0.08%↑
Pinyin-Bert-mini 5.0M 90.57% 5.47%↑
Pinyin-Bert-small 16.5M 95.41% 11.49%↑
Pinyin-Bert-medium 29.1M 95.59% 10.31%↑
Pinyin-Bert-base 91.1M 96.59% 11.49%↑

Table 2: Performances on the P2C task.

Model Precision +Bigram Improved
Pinyin-bert-tiny 85.18% 91.28% 6.10%↑
Pinyin-bert-mini 90.57% 93.68% 3.11%↑
Pinyin-bert-small 95.41% 96.18% 0.77%↑
Pinyin-bert-medium 95.59% 96.63% 1.03%↑
Pinyin-bert-base 96.59% 96.99% 0.40%↑

Table 3: Performances on combining Pinyin-bert with
the Bigram model.

4.3 Experiments on the P2C task344

The metric to evaluate the P2C task is the character-345

based precision by comparing the conversion result346

with the standard text corpus character by charac-347

ter. The experimental results are presented in the348

table 2. Firstly, we find that the performance can be349

improved by simply replacing Bigram with LSTM350

which is more powerful and even much smaller. It351

proves (Yao et al., 2018) ’s conclusion. Secondly,352

Pinyin-bert-tiny obtains a comparable performance353

with the Bigram model, even with its one-sixth pa-354

rameter number. Pinyin-bert-mini achieves substan-355

tial improvement (up to 5.47%), still with smaller356

parameter number. It also outperforms the LSTM357

model with a comparable model size. These re-358

sults prove that Pinyin-bert has a better network359

architecture and more capacity of model. Thirdly,360

as the scale increases, Pinyin-bert get better and361

better performance. For example, Pinyin-bert-base362

gets 96.95% precision and obtains 11.49% improve-363

ment from the Bigram model. They can be de-364

ployed in the resource-rich environment, i.e. on the365

cloud.366

4.4 Experiments on combining Pinyin-bert367

with Ngram model368

In this section, we combine Pinyin-bert with Bi-369

gram together as described in the section 3.2. The370

experimental results are presented in the table 3.371

Firstly, the combined model outperforms the single372

model at each scale of model size. It proves that373

our method can take effective use of the capability374

of each sub-model and get better performance. Sec-375

ondly, not surprisingly, as the scale of Pinyin-bert376

increases and the more powerful Pinyin-bert be- 377

comes, the gain from the combined model becomes 378

smaller. It’s OK because the combined model is 379

deployed only on the client device where the re- 380

sources are very limited so that only the small scale 381

of model is applicable. In the the resource-rich 382

environments, it’s not necessary to deploy multiple 383

small models, and we can just deploy the single 384

Pinyin-bert model as large as we can. 385

4.5 Experiments on incorporating external 386

lexicon 387

In this section, we incorporate two external lexi- 388

cons into Pinyin-bert as described in the section 389

3.3, and evaluate Pinyin-bert on two out of domain 390

corpus. The lexicons and the corpus are described 391

in the section 4.1. The experimental results are 392

presented in the table 4 and 5. 393

Firstly, comparing the results in the table 2 and 394

4, we find that the performance of Pinyin-bert de- 395

creases obviously on the out of domain corpus. For 396

example, Pinyin-bert-tiny gets 85.18% precision 397

in the news corpus shown in the table 2, while 398

it degrades to 83.40% in the Baike corpus shown 399

in the table 4. Similar conclusions can be drawn 400

on the Society Forum corpus shown in the table 401

5, and at other scales of Pinyin-bert. It indicates 402

that the problem of out of domain is very severe 403

to the commercial input software. Secondly, the 404

performance of Pinyin-bert is improved by incor- 405

porating the external lexicon. For example, the 406

precision of Pinyin-bert-tiny is improved 3.77% 407

with the Common-words lexicon and 5.35% with 408

the Network-words lexicon in the Baike corpus as 409

the table 4 shows. Similar results can be seen in 410

the Society Forum corpus as the table 5 shows. It 411

proves that our method to incorporate external lex- 412

icon into Pinyin-bert can help it adapt to out of 413

domain effectively. Thirdly, the improvement from 414

the Network-words lexicon is greater than that from 415

the Common-words lexicon. The former has one 416

order magnitude larger scale and contains much 417

more word items. It indicates that higher quality of 418

lexicon can bring more improvement. Lastly, the 419

gain becomes smaller as the scale of Pinyin-bert 420

increase. However, the external lexicon is deployed 421

only on client device. In the resource-rich environ- 422

ment, we just increase the model scale as much 423

as we can so as to improve the performance, as 424

claimed in the section 4.4. 425
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Model Baseline +Common-Words Improved +Network-Words Improved
Pinyin-bert-tiny 83.40% 87.17% 3.77%↑ 88.75% 5.35%↑
Pinyin-bert-mini 88.80% 90.04% 1.24%↑ 91.24% 2.44%↑
Pinyin-bert-small 91.28% 91.86% 0.58%↑ 92.75% 1.47%↑
Pinyin-bert-medium 92.41% 92.88% 0.47%↑ 93.57% 1.16%↑
Pinyin-bert-base 93.68% 94.12% 0.44%↑ 94.53% 0.85%↑

Table 4: Evaluating Pinyin-bert with external lexicon on the Baike domain.

Model Baseline +Common-Words Improved +Network-Words Improved
Pinyin-bert-tiny 80.26% 84.04% 3.75%↑ 86.21% 5.95%↑
Pinyin-bert-mini 87.13% 87.89% 0.76%↑ 89.52% 2.39%↑
Pinyin-bert-small 90.16% 90.17% 0.01%↑ 91.37% 1.21%↑
Pinyin-bert-medium 91.52% 91.35% 0.17%↓ 92.38% 0.86%↑
Pinyin-bert-base 93.16% 92.97% 0.19%↓ 93.61% 0.45%↑

Table 5: Evaluating Pinyin-bert with external lexicon on the Society domain.

5 Conclusions426

This paper proposes Pinyin-bert to solve the P2C427

task which is the core task to the commercial input428

software of Asian languages. As far as we know,429

it’s the first work to apply the bert architecture430

on the P2C task. Pinyin-bert achieves significant431

performance improvements from the base models,432

such as Ngram and LSTM. Moreover, we com-433

bine Pinyin-bert with Ngram in a Markov model’s434

framework and obtain further improvement. Lastly,435

we design the method to incorporate external lex-436

icon into Pinyin-bert so as to adapt it to out of437

domain.438
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